
CANOPY CAMPER TO SUIT 
NISSAN NP300, MERCEDES X-CLASS 
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NP300 ZA & AUS
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NP300 EU KIT
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X-CLASS MERCEDES
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Rear filler panel assembly.
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Fit lower door frame to filler panel assembly as shown.
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Mount filler panel assembly to load bin as shown.
Remove all these brackets and fixtures

Do not discard this fastener, it is
reused to mount the filler kit
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Then mount canopy camper base unit on top of load bin.

1. Connect rear filler panel assembly and base unit as shown.
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OUTER MOUNTING ON BOTH JOINTS

INNER MOUNTING ON BOTH JOINTS
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Fit rear door rebate with Ø4.8 x15 sealed countersink rivets as
shown.

Fit the door rebate
into place and fasten
with rivets
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Fit rear door by mounting 4 x Butt hinges to camper frame as
shown. Centre rear door, top to bottom and the hinge centres
left to right. Also mount the door lock to the camper frame.
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Attach hinges and lock to camper frame.
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Fitting of front filler panels to base unit.

Front filler panel assembly.
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Bolt side panels to frame of camper and onto the
Reinforcement bracket as shown.

Rivet bottom filler panel on to bottom frame member using
supplied Ø4.8x15 sealed rivets

8.3 Lastly, seal all joints with Sika flex or similar.
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Nissan NP300, Mercedes X-Class Canopy 
Camper Mounting Brackets

Fitment Instructions

1. NP300 & X-Class Canopy Camper Mounting Brackets

6 OFF REQUIRED
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2. Fitting the Canopy Camper Mounting Brackets

2.1 Fit 3 off mounting bracket set on either side of load bin to the pre fitted rail as shown
above. Insert nut plate of bracket set into rail and bolt the bracket onto it.

Rail

Nut Plate

3. Fit top bolt of bracket into base frame load bar as shown below.
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4. Do the same for the opposite side.

NB! The Canopy Camper must rest solely on the mounting brackets and 
no load is allowed on the load bin. Once this is completed, the Canopy 
Camper has been installed successfully.




